Spirit/Earth Connection
Presenters for Fall Conference 2012

Conference Day: Friday Sept 28, 9am–5pm
“Christian Kyriacou”: Christian is an international inspirational speaker who has appeared
on TV and Radio since 1993 in the UK, Cyprus, Spain and the USA speaking on the subjects of
architecture, house whispering, philosophy, consciousness, geomancy, feng shui and music. He
is a professional architect who has designed major public projects such as airport interiors,
restaurants, educational premises and residences. He works with the Harmonics of Spatial
Energy – the Music of Buildings, and has helped to substantially change and transform people’s
spaces and lives. He is the co-founder and teacher of the London School of Feng Shui.
www.Kyriacou.com

***Soul Retrieval of your Home***
Your House is your Healer and holds the Ki to your future
HARMONIC CODE – A Harmonic Code Energy Imprint is embedded into the soul of a building at
conception, giving it a unique Ki signature.
SOUL FRAGMENTS – The Soul fragments of both people and the buildings leave coded imprints
in the energy matrix of space. Events are recorded in the cellular structure of physical materials
and in the etheric energy matrix. Thus dreams and emotions are left lingering in the Akashic
record of the building and overlaid on the original Soul Code. These fragments can span
lifetimes owing to a multitude of emotions which distort the unity consciousness.
PSYCHOTHERAPEUTIC REGRESSION – Through Psychotherapeutic Regression the soul
fragments of a building can be gathered. It can be taken back to ‘Zero Point’ – the moment of
conception, its seed-point. By clearing, re-aligning and reconnecting to the original coding, its
unique purpose can be re-membered. If a new use for the building is needed, then new codes
can be programmed
.
THE JOURNEY HOME – I will guide you through a visualization journey of your own home. It
may take you through Psychic and Paranormal happenings, memories of your life patterns and
all those of the previous occupants. There will be the opportunity to see what may be blocking
your personal energy, as reflected in your home, and the choice of changing and re-aligning
your inner and outer space.
Remember, you chose the place in which you live!

“Christian Kyriacou” continued.....
THE SEED CORE CODING – The purpose and function of the building. It can be shaped and
influenced by the architect who may impose, into the seed coding, their own life pattern issues.
If they are happy, then so will the building – if distressed and angry or mad, then they will
create madness in the people that will live there!
SOUL OVERLAY – the life events which overlay the soul of a building. Everything that happens
within a building is recorded in the cellular structure of the physical materials and the energetic
matrix in the etheric aura.
FUSION OF PAST AND PRESENT – By getting back to the core seed coding of the original design
of the building and clearing the overlay events through the years, this can illuminate the
unconscious patterns that run our lives.
By either re-establishing its original purpose, or giving it a new function, one can empower its
current residents to achieve their Soul journey in life.

******************************************************************************

Conference Day: Friday Evening September 28, 7:30-9:00pm
“Theodore & Lee Bromley”: Theodore had studied Huna for many years before he met
Lee 21 years ago. Lee soon embraced the teachings as part of her own and has participated in
more of Theodore’s healing circles than anyone else. Lee will explain how Huna works and
what it is about the healing circle that makes it so effective and powerful. Theodore will then
lead the circle. Theodore and Lee are well known in western Canada as crystal distributors.

***HUNA HEALING CIRCLE***
Huna is a name given to the spiritual teachings of ancient Polynesia, especially Hawaii.
Theodore’s Huna studies began in 1970 and over the years he has read about Huna and
participated in several study groups devoted to Huna. Two decades ago Theodore’s desire be a
healer, coupled with his intense interest in Huna, resulted in the formation and continuous
development of the special Huna Healing Circle that will leave you in awe of the amazing
healing powers within each of you.

Conference Day: Saturday September 29, 9am-9pm

“R J Stewart” is an influential and widely-read and quoted Scottish author and composer,
with 45 books published in many languages world-wide. Subjects include magical arts, music
and meditation, the Welsh Merlin tradition, and Celtic myths and legends. As a musician he has
recorded or performed with leading figures in the Celtic music world, such as Clannad, Van
Morrison, and master uilleann piper Finbar Furey.
www.rjstewart.org

The Living Faery Tradition of the Ancestors:
moving away from glitter, toward Earth Light
In the current haze of popular interest in all things Fairy, it is all too easy to lose sight of the
original souces in folkloric magic, and replace them with whimsy, sentiment, and fantasy. Far
from being about glittery wings and skimpy dresses, the old Faery Tradition involves an ongoing
sacromagical relationship with powerful spirit beings rooted in the environment. Such spirit
beings offer an enduring and ever-available interaction with humanity. (For clarity the spelling
Fairy refers to popular usage, while Faery refers to the ancestral traditions).
During the 19th century Celtic revival, poets such as W. B. Yeats and Fiona Macleod often
defined the “High” faery tradition and the “Low”. The High involved those luminous spiritual
beings, described in ancient manuscripts, that were like unto gods and goddesses, often
identified with the ancient traditions of the Tuatha de Danaan (Clan of the goddess Danu),
while the Low were the seemingly humble spirits of tree, rock, spring or well. The true picture
is considerably more interactive: the small beings are the cells and organs of the larger, and the
living faery tradition brings us into an organic hierarchy of consciousness and energy.
At this crucial crossroads-time of environmental stress, pollution, and destruction, the ancestral
Faery traditions offer us ancient yet enduring and vivid ways of re-establishing our relationship
to the living world of Nature.
How may we relate to the Faery races? What can we offer Them, if we stand as ambassadors
for humanity? What will they, in turn, offer us as contemporary human beings? Far from being
an escapist whimsy, the Faery Tradition reveals ever deeper and more potent levels of
consciousness and energy, of union and interaction with spiritual allies that encourage us to
find our true role as humans on planet Earth. Join R J Stewart for insights, inspiration humor
and awe, from the Living Faery Tradition.
R J Stewart’s books include: The UnderWorld Initiation, Earth Light, Power Within the Land, The Living
World of Faery, Celtic Gods Celtic Goddesses, Celtic Myths Celtic Legends, and Robert Kirk, Walker
Between Worlds (a new edition of the famous 17th century Secret Commonwealth of Elves Fauns and
Faeries, with detailed commentary on the magical and folkloric content).

Post Conference Presentation – Christian Kyriacou
Sunday September 30, 9am-5pm

***Sonic Light Body Activation & Healing***
Aligning our Heart Harmonics to Original Authentic Code











The vibrations of the Human Voice, Light Frequencies, and other sacred instruments have the
power to activate our true dimensional being as well as dissolving any negative and unwanted
vibrations from our energy fields.
The re-alignment to our original codes, and the clarity that follows, can give us a fresh take on
our future and help us serve others in need.
Experience the speed and ease of connecting fully to the universal consciousness grid.
Full conscious connection to universal source is but a moment away!
The harmonics and vibration of the human heart, the power of mother nature in the design of
universal order, the growth of plants and the health of the human body, is nourished by the
Golden Mean Harmonic. We will tune into and sound the natural harmonics of the universe
leading up to the Golden Mean Point, the Zero-Point where the heart truly resonates and full
conscious connection is available.
Sonic Scanning for self-healing, find the missing harmonics in our energy fields and how to
harness the intelligence of the body to create the vibrations needed to rebalance for health.
Connect directly to the Divine Matrix, higher states of Consciousness and the Music of the
Spheres.
Send ‘Remote’ healing, via vibrational energy codes, to those that need it around the world.

Post Conference Presentation – R.J. Stewart & Anastacia Nutt
Sunday September 30, 9am-5pm
“Anastacia Nutt” will join R J Stewart on Sunday for their Post Conference presentation. Anastacia is an author
and spiritual teacher working in the USA and Israel. For 8 years she was Director of the StarHouse, a stellar aligned
temple for trans-denominational spiritual work, near Boulder, Colorado. She now teaches with R J directing the
Inner Temple Traditions program taught in the USA, Europe, and Israel. Anastacia is a classically trained musician
and singer, giving concerts with R J Stewart. www.thestarhouse.org

***The Well of Light***
Drawing upon material from R.J.’s books The Well of Light, Earth Light, and Power Within the Land, plus
new insights from a forthcoming book The Magic of Three Sticks, this practical workshop will give
participants unique methods for ongoing spiritual relationship with the Living Land. Based upon the
older European and Celtic faery traditions, especially those of R.J.’s native Scotland, presented anew for
the 21st century.
We will explore techniques found in ancestral legends and traditions that reveal practical sacromagical
methods, handed down through many generations. They include Opening the Well of Light, working
with the Regenerative Earth Light, how to find and build relationships with powerful Faery Allies,
making Offerings on the Land, and Going to the Crossroads in vision, in sleep, and in body. The old
Faery Tradition is very different from the contemporary popular idea of fairies, so this workshop is not
about little glittery people with butterfly wings.

